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0.0 Preface
0.1 Terms and Definitions
NAME

ROLE

The Shelley Gautier
Para-Sport Foundation

ABBREVIATION
SGPSF

www.sgpsf.ca

The SGPSF website.

Persons with
Disabilities

Though PWD’s may have one or more defining
characteristics, the SGPSF associates itself
primarily with those who have
- physical disabilities
- cognitive disabilities
- vision impairments.

PWD

Team Coordinator

Permanent overseer of an SGPSF department.
The current departments include Operations,
Marketing, Finance, and Website & IT.

Coordinator

Team Chair

Student hire which reports to the Team
Coordinator of all happenings in their
department.

Program

A multi-week activity led by a Program Leader
whose goal is to help People With Disabilities
have a healthier and more active lifestyle
through sports. A program has a variable
duration of several weeks depending on the
program details.

Session

A program is made up of multiple individual
sessions. Sessions are usually offered at the
same time(s) each week for the duration of the
program.

Participant

A person with one or more disabilities with the
intent to join an SGPSF Program.
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Program Leader

A local volunteer who facilitates recreational
programs with disabilities, ensuring Participant
registration, insurance and safety protocols are
followed

Volunteer Coordinator

A local volunteer responsible for ensuring that
each chapter has enough volunteers for good
Participant to Activity Buddy ratios

Activity Buddy

Activity Buddies work with individual
Participants to help make each workout
effective. In the case of a tandem rider, the AB
is also usually the Pilot. In any case, the AB
works out with the Participant and helps set-up,
put away equipment and many other aspects to
help facilitate each workout.
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1.0 Introduction
“My Team Is Busy Turning Passion into Action“
We draw our inspiration from the above quote of the Foundation’s Honorary
Chairperson and Director, Shelley Gautier.
Ms. Shelley Gautier is a world-class Canadian para-cyclist who, despite being
hemiplegic due to a biking accident, has continued to thrive and dominate in parasports.
The SGPSF is a platform that breaks down barriers for people with disabilities enabling
them to participate in sports activities, create awareness of adaptive sports, remove
stereotypes, and develop resources that encourage adaptive sports for people with
disabilities.
Each chapter authorized to operate under The Shelley Gautier Para-Sport Foundation
(SGPSF) umbrella should do so using the resources provided. In most cases the
resources are only suggestions to ease operations, although some items (such as user
waiver and liability clauses) are required to be used with only written, pre-approved
exceptions permitted. Any such items shall be noted as such in the Resource Manual.

1.1 Vision
• Install and manage those para-sports programs
• Provide meaningful volunteer roles for people with disabilities
• Provide employment opportunities for PWD’s

1.2 Mission
To promote healthy and active lifestyles through adaptive physical activities for people
with disabilities.

1.3 Values
To involve the community by providing free para-sport activities to people with
disabilities.
Focused on improving the lives of people with disabilities through recreational sports
activities.

1.4 Program Goals
The program goal is to offer a program that is designed to help get people with disabilities
(PWDs) of all athletic ability more active through sports, giving them an opportunity to get
healthier, and take control of some aspects of their lives. Our programs are also designed
to offer opportunities for people to socialize within a group of like-minded people.
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1.5 Organization’s Information
Charity Information
Business Number: 819134180RR0001
Mailing Address: 701 KING STREET WEST, UNIT 507 TORONTO, ON M5V 2W7
Coordinator’s Contact Information
Name

Position

Email

Phone number

Alan Greer

Exec - CEO

alangreer@hotmail.com

647-763-0801

Rick Watters

Exec - Marketing

rick@enableinc.ca

289-200-9573

Mike Shetler

Exec - Operations

shetler.mike300@gmail.com 514-402-1986
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2.0 Staff and Volunteer Participation
2.1 Overview of Teams and Functions
There are six bodies which apply the practices of the SGPSF to make programs safe
and fun.

Coordinators
Directs other bodies in-line with the SGPSF mission, vision, and scope.

Operations
Oversees the faculties regarding SGPSF Program. This includes user registration, form
submission, volunteer training, and program management.

Marketing
Promotes SGPSF Programs through advertising, social media, foundation connections
and public outreach.

Finance
Investigates all potential funding sources, plans fundraising events.

IT & Website
Updates the foundation website and facilitates online interactions with 3 rd party web
applications.

Volunteers
Volunteers contribute in programs by partnering up with Participants as an Activity
Buddy, a Volunteer Coordinator, or a Program Leader.

2.3 Volunteer Roles
Activity Buddy
An Activity Buddy is responsible for working with the Participant to make it more
effective for the Participant to do the workout. The Activity Buddy encourages
Participants with their workout, helps them with their equipment, and is urged to join in
on activities. One suggestion to recruit more activity buddies is to ask all Participants to
arrange an Activity Buddy to accompany them to all workout sessions, however it is not
a requirement.
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Program Leader
Each individual session of a chapter's program is organized and held at the discretion of
a Program Leader. Program Leaders also plan what will be happening at sessions,
ensure Activity Buddies and Participants are insured and trained to follow Health & Safety
Policies, and pair Participants with Activity Buddies.

Volunteer Coordinator
The Volunteer Coordinator finds volunteers in local areas surrounding the venue where
the Program takes place. It is ideal when each Participant has an Activity Buddy, and it is
the job of the Volunteer Coordinator to ensure that there are enough volunteers to
maintain at maximum a 2 Participant to 1 Activity Buddy ratio. Volunteers must be properly
registered, and it is the job of the Volunteer Coordinator to make sure this happens.

2.4 Workout Leadership Vision
We have evolved in the structuring of Programs for each location. What may work for
one program may potentially not work for another. Discretion from the Program Leader
must be made in ensuring that Programs focus on being able to be delivered to PWDs.
Some programs that have been successful in the past include:
Hand cycling
Tandem cycling with pilots
Sailing
Boccia
Compu-trainer based workouts
As we are still growing, the foundation will be attracting PWD’s that vary in:
Age
gender
capacity for work
disability
length of time with the disability
longer term goals in para-cycling

2.5 Participant Registration
Registration involves filling out 3 forms before riding.

1) Membership Application
To be filled out online through www.sgpsf.ca under the ‘Get Involved’ tab, or filling out a hard
copy at a program session.

2) PAR-Q+
The Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire can be filled out in the same ways as the
Membership Application, but assesses the Participants readiness for physical activity.
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3) Participant Release and Understanding of Agreement
Completed by filling out the agreement online under the ‘Get Involved’ tab or on-site,
then given to a program leader by emailing a photo or scanned copy, or in person. The
agreement is filled out for insurance purposes.

2.6 Policies and Procedures
2.6.1 SGPSF Code of Conduct
All members, SGPSF staff, volunteers and participants must follow the Code of
Conduct:
1. Commit themselves to act as positive ambassadors of SGPSF to the para-sport
community and the community at large;
2. Be courteous and respectful to all SGPSF Members and the para-sport community at
large;
3. Participate in a spirit of fairness and respect for all members and equipment;
4. Abstain from all use of profane, insulting or offensive language during SGPSF
programming and/or directed at SGPSF Members;
5. Refrain from public criticism of other members of the para-sport community;
6. Treat others with respect and refrain from negative or disparaging remarks or
conduct;
7. Refrain from any behaviour that constitutes harassment, where harassment is
defined as comment or conduct directed towards an individual or group, which is
offensive, abusive, racist, sexist, degrading or malicious;
8. Refrain from any behaviour that constitutes sexual harassment, where sexual
harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances or conduct of a sexual nature;
9. Respect each SGPSF Member’s dignity at all times;
10. Wear a certified bicycle helmet at all times while riding as a SGPSF Member;
11. Reject the non-medical use of drugs or the use of performance-enhancing drugs or
methods;
12. Abide by the laws of the jurisdiction of the province or country in which the event is
taking place;
13. Demonstrate through words and actions the spirit of sportsmanship, sports
leadership and ethical conduct;
14. Exhibit respect for leaders and the decisions they make with respect to the program.

2.6.2 Emergency Procedure
In the case of any medical emergency, call 911 immediately – do not hesitate for any
reason.
Ask the group if there is anyone with first aid or AED training that can take over. Ask if
there is a doctor or nurse available. Always transfer the treatment of someone in
distress to the most trained person around.
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Once they arrive, allow first responders to determine the severity of the situation. Let
them determine if further treatment (ie hospital transport) is necessary. Do not interfere
in any way with the decision nor agree with the patient to go against their
recommendations.
As soon as possible after dealing with the emergency situation, call the emergency
contact person indicated on the person’s form. If appropriate, advise this person of the
next step and offer to transfer any belongings the Participant may have left at the
center.
Cancel the class and advise Participants.
Have one volunteer accompany the Participant to hospital if possible and try to stay with
the person until a family member or friend can meet them.

Incident & Theft Report
Once the situation has completely calmed down, complete an Incident Report and
communicate to the Program Leader. The incident report can be found in the operations
Google drive.
Incident Reports should be completed for relatively minor incidents even if they do not
end with transfer to hospital. Incident reports are not only designed for incidents of
medical emergencies, they should also be used to report incidents such as theft of
personal items. Once completed transfer any incident Reports to your Chapter
Manager.

2.6.3 Concussion Policy
Despite the best efforts of staff, participating in sport, outdoor and recreational activities
can result in injuries, including concussions. Our Concussion Policy spans 12 pages,
aiming to reduce risk of injury, and how to act in case of a concussion. It can be found in
the Operations Dropbox under Resource Manual -> Policies or on the SGPSF website.

2.7 Staff Procedures
2.7.1 Police Vulnerable Sector Check
Due to the vulnerable populations that the SGPSF serves, it is mandatory that all
volunteers and staff in direct contact with Participants must obtain and submit a police
check including vulnerable sectors check to the Foundation. Police checks are available
at your local police branch at a nominal cost of between $25 and $50 and are valid for a
4-year period. You, the subject of the police check, are the only person who can obtain
this. Both the police check and vulnerable sector paperwork must be submitted to the
Operations Team Chair prior to the work or volunteer contract beginning.
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2.7.2 Bank Information for Payroll
In order to be paid as SGPSF staff, you must send a scanned copy of your banking
information (void cheque or direct deposit form) to your supervisor prior to your work
contract beginning.

2.7.3 Weekly Report
Employees of SGPSF are required to complete a weekly report describing the duties
worked on and the amount of hours allocated to completing each task. Items to include
in the report should cover any time spent in meetings, participating in sessions/rides,
and completing tasks for the foundation, etc. The completed weekly report must be sent
in via email to your supervisor each Friday in order to be reviewed by the foundation for
pay purposes.
A template of this form can be found in the manual’s Forms Glossary and in the SGPSF
Google Drive under the respective team folder -> ‘Weekly Reports’ subfolder.

2.7.4 Meeting Procedures
In weekly reports, Team Chairs must make sure that the other Team Chairs get the
report as well as the Summer Staff Manager.

2.7.5 Duties and Targets
For meetings, a note taker shall be delegated. Notes should be accessible to all
members of the team for clarification on weekly duties and targets.

2.7.6 Email Procedure
Staff must CC their supervisor on emails being sent. Team chairs must CC the Summer
Staff Supervisor.

2.7.7 Requests for Reimbursement
To use SGPSF funds, one must get approval from the SGPSF President by email or
writing. For expenses over $500, 2 signatures are required. After all expenses, fill out
the Request for Reimbursement form and include all invoices and the written proof in
the form, to be emailed back to the President.

3.0 Operations
3.1 Operations Resources & Google Drive
The Operations Team’s records and forms can be found on the Google drive, under the
‘Operations’ folder, including Weekly Reports and staff, volunteer, and Participant
records. All forms pertaining to chapter programs are in the Google drive.
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3.2 Equipment Maintenance Procedures
Before beginning each program, each cycle should be identified with a small stickered
number which shall be used to refer to each individual cycle used in the program. These
numbers are used to refer to individual cycles for maintenance and repair purposes
throughout the program period and beyond and must be checked that they are in place.
When replacing numbers that have fallen off the same number must be used.

3.3 Insurance Policy
We have made arrangements for all to be covered with a policy through Parasport
Ontario and their insurer. Every Participant and volunteer must join the Foundation
through our online membership process or by completing and signing a hard copy
application, including waiver. In order to be insured, they need to complete their
registration online by the Thursday before their first ride.
It is also a requirement that a minimum ratio of 1 Activity Buddy ride with no more than 2
Participants. Our goal is to have 1 Activity Buddy for 1 Participant, however, legally we
can do as high as 1 Activity Buddy for 2 Participants, no more. Participants and the
Activity Buddy must stay together at all times when riding.

3.4 Membership Tracking
When Participants and volunteers join our programs, the Operations Team Chair is to
update the member spreadsheet, which is sent to Barbara at Parasport Ontario at:
barbara@parasportontario.ca
Please also CC Alan Greer on emails being sent to Barbara. Any hard copies must be
filed permanently and scanned and forwarded to Alan. As long as the hard copy form is
properly and fully completed and signed or they have joined online, the person is
covered. Please also note that no changes or omissions to the form are permitted or
agreed to.
This may be delegated to a Program Leader, although the responsibility remains
ultimately with the Operations Team Chair. A master list can be found on the Google
Drive under ‘Operations’ > ‘Insurance’ folder, and updates should be sent every Friday.
The list must be in alphabetical order by first name with new additions highlighted. The
date sent must be at the top of the spreadsheet.
With this policy in mind, Operations Staff and Program Leaders must ensure that there
are blank application forms, waivers, pens and clipboards to be supplied at all activities.

3.5 Sessions
3.5.1 Unloading Cycles
In an event of having to park the trailer outside of a lot, unload and place safety cones
to delineate a space at the rear of the trailer to safely unload cycles (min 10 x 10).
Leave safety cones in place until after all equipment has been reloaded.
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3.5.2 Paperwork Completed
Ensure all Participants have completed both the Membership Form and PAR-Q+, and
have signed and dated the Release and Waiver form.
Hard copies of waivers must be signed by Participants before they ride. A picture of the
waivers or a scanned copy must be uploaded to:
https://script.google.com/macros/s/AKfycbwVHYvz2dpdGz0sxlNWFlxQgM5qFymP9afc8HSLy9GT3fU5Zvs/exec
It is the responsibility of an Operations Team Member to appropriately file the
documents that are submitted to the Dropbox connected to the above link. Operations
team members are to create copies in the Operations Google drive.
If a potential Participant has not completed and signed all 3 of these documents, they
will not be permitted to ride.

3.5.3 Cycle Check
All cycles must be checked with an inspection of the mechanical systems before they
are ridden. Equipment cannot be used in the event of failure without repair. The
following must be inspected:
● chain
● seat (ensure no rips or holes)
● brakes including brake pads
● tires & wheels (check inflation, check wear and tear and check that wheels are
true and all spokes are intact, make sure the wheels are firmly attached to the
cycle).
● Gear shifting is smooth and accurate
● Checking for any loose nuts and bolts

3.5.4 Inclement Weather
It is the responsibility of the Program Leader to check the weather 3 hours before the
start of the ride start time. If there is a 50% or more chance of thunder and/or lightning,
the ride must be cancelled (light showers are okay). The Program Leader must then
contact Participants, and notify the Operations Team Chair that the ride will be
cancelled.

3.5.5 Participant Health
Program Leaders must monitor the physical state of each Participant during the
workout. Be on the lookout for any health issues that would limit the exercise capacity of
any Participant (shortness of breath, unusually high heart-rate). If significant then
Program Leaders should recommend suspension of activity. If the Participant feels well
enough to ride and insists, then the recommendation should be to lower planned speed
and/or shorten distance. Situation should be discussed with Activity Buddy to ensure
he/she is aware. Referencing the PAR-Q+ form in any occurrence of this nature is
recommended.
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3.5.6 Safety Equipment
All Participants must wear suitable safety equipment. In the case of cycles and
tandems, all riders must have a cycling helmet. Helmets must properly fit with the strap
done up.

Trailer Contents
In addition to assigned cycles, each trailer must have the following:
● 2 safety cones
● Approved emergency medical kit
● Approved cycle tool kit
● Spare tire for trailer
● Approved emergency roadside emergency kit

3.5.7 Group Rides and Trailer Safety
A volunteer must be present at the trailer during group rides where the trailer is left
behind. All Activity Buddies must have a fully charged cell phone with both 911 and the
volunteer’s contact information, with the volume set to loudest strength. One Activity
Buddy must also have with them a portable repair kit with all items required to fix flats or
other miscellaneous road-side repairs.
Activity Buddies must ride with a maximum of 2 participants and stick together even if
one Participant has a mechanical issue while the other does not. For this reason, it is
preferred that there be 1 Activity Buddy for each Participant.

3.5.8 Weekly Session Reports
Each week, a report must be completed by an Operations team member for each
chapter to summarize the weekly operations and identify the successes and areas of
concern for that particular chapter. The report is to be sent to the Operations Chair each
Friday who then condenses it for the SGPSF President before 5:30pm the day before
the Operations Meeting.
Points to be addressed in weekly reports include:
-

Participation (please include a report of number of rides completed; multiple rides
by the same Participant count as multiple sessions)
Location Issues
Volunteers (Program Leaders & Activity Buddies)
Equipment (including cycles and trainers)
Promotion Efforts (Volunteer and Participant recruitment)
Communication with Supervisors
Program Specifics (Start Time, End Time, Cancelled Session, etc.)

3.5.9 Ride Reports
Ride reports must be filled out by the operations team member, and sent to:
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Yvz2dpdGz0sxlNWFlxQgM5qFymP9afc8HSLy9GT3fU5Zvs/exec (Template can be
found on the google drive)

3.5.10 Program Delivery Guidelines
The time, place, and activities of a program are set by the Program Leader. Due to the
variety of what may be offered in a program, chapters may differ in setup to another.
Participants and volunteers register and fill out the PAR-Q+ in advance for programs
online. The Participant Release and Understanding of Agreement is filled out when
arriving at the program session or beforehand.
Below is an example of a common cycling program from start to finish.
Ideally, before a Participant arrives, equipment is set up from the storage trailer. A
clipboard containing the Participant Registration, PAR-Q, and Participant Release and
Understanding of Agreement forms is supplied as well.
As Participants begin to arrive, if they are new members then they are given the
necessary forms required to become insured. Participants are fitted on the equipment
(tandem or hand cycle) and matched with an Activity Buddy. A ride can last the whole
session depending on the availability of equipment.
After the session is over, the Program Leader fills out the ride report form, while the
Volunteer Coordinator tracks attendance on the Volunteer Attendance Sheet.
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4.0 Marketing
4.1 Marketing Resources & Google Drive
Resources such as posters, newsletters, weekly Marketing meeting reports, and
member stories can be found on the marketing team’s Google drive. Marketing
templates for letterheads, posters, and events such as the Referral Agency Call script
and the MP Events script should be utilized by Marketing team members to retain
consistency.

4.2 Campaign Creation
4.2.1 Social Media Campaigns
To establish a new social media campaign, the Marketing Chair must be contacted and
give approval of the plan to conduct and run the campaign by the Coordinators.
One campaign of note is ‘#ParaSportMonday’, where Participants are encouraged to
post pictures of themselves in physical activity and post it to our social media outlets.

4.2.2 Fundraisers
The marketing team provides exposure of any fundraisers created by the finance team.
The team will attempt to spread the word to Participants and volunteers by use of
SGPSF newsletters, posters, emails, and other marketing resources.

4.3 Frequent Events
4.3.1 MP Event
MP events are organized by the Marketing team in which Members of Parliament in
each Chapter location are invited to a ribbon-cutting event to thank them for grants that
were awarded to the Foundation, for helping to sustain the many summer students that
are employed with SGPSF, and to highlight the Foundation’s active programs.

4.3.2 Stationary Bike Race
Beginning in 2015 and now done annually, the Stationary Bike Race has been
established to raise money and promote awareness of the Foundation. Shelley’s
mother, Suzanne, is a key member in organizing this event and provides the Marketing
team content for the newsletter such as pictures, videos, and stories. More support by
the marketing team is being encouraged to help promote the event.

4.3.3 Newsletter
Newsletters are published periodically and are posted on our website and sent to the
Foundation mail list. The Marketing team receives information from Coordinators and
can use samples and past newsletters to guide their work. Templates can be found on
the Google Drive under ‘Marketing’ -> ‘Templates’ subfolder. The newsletter is created
© Copyright 2017 by The Shelley Gautier Para-Sport Foundation
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in a Word document and then exported as a PDF. The Marketing team is responsible
for sending the PDF copy to the IT Chair for posting to the Foundation website, and a
copy to each person signed up for the newsletter via email or MailChimp. The email list
is both on the google drive, and connected to MailChimp.

4.3.4 MailChimp Email List
MailChimp is used to send mass emails to SGPSF Participants, Volunteers, and those who
have signed up for the Newsletter. Here is how to set up a campaign:
1. While signed into MailChimp, click on the tab “Campaigns” to continue or start a
campaign. You will now be able to develop what the email that subscribers will see.
2. Prepare a template that the campaign will use, either from scratch or a previously used
template.
3. You will now be able to create the email within the template using the MailChimp
interface.
NOTE: MailChimp does not use attachments with their emails, instead hosting files (pdf,
image files) on their website. You can either create the newsletter on MailChimp, or get
them to host a pdf file of a pre-built newsletter.
To link a file to MailChimp,
1. In the campaign builder, go to the “Design” tab, and find/create a content section where
you’d like to link to the file.
2. Add some text or an image, then highlight it. While highlighted, a link button should be
visible next to underline.
3. Click the link button, and choose “File, where you may upload the document of your
choice on your device.

4.4 Public Relations Material
4.4.1 Social Media
The Foundation has several social media accounts including Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and a WordPress blog. Facebook and Twitter are the most used social
media outlets by the Foundation, where various campaigns such as the
#ParaSportMonday hashtag is used. We also have a YouTube account that we would
like to utilize more. For the time being, an Instagram account is not appropriate until we
find ways to use it so our readers and Participants who are visually impaired can access
the information posted on Instagram as well. Use of the WordPress blog is being
encouraged, as the posts can be linked to Facebook and Twitter where they can be
shared.

4.4.2 Regional Information & Referral Agencies
In the Google Drive under the ‘Marketing’ folder, there is a subfolder called ‘Referral
Agencies’, where each organization is listed by chapter location and the Foundation can
utilize them to recruit more volunteers and host events. For example, to increase
outreach in Brantford, the contact information of the W. Ross MacDonald School for the
Blind is kept to find more Participants with a vision impairment.
As the SGPSF is a sports organization, finding other sports organizations is paramount
to finding willing Participants. Information on helpful and willing agencies is to be written
down in the Google document.
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4.4.3 Media List
The media list, which can be found in the Google Drive under the ‘Marketing’ folder, can
be used to make communication with media sources easier (for use in say, the MP
Event). The list has media contact information such as the name of the organization and
the contact person’s name.

4.4.4 Flyers & Public Outreach
Public outreach for the Foundation is mainly done through social media as opposed to
print out flyers. It was found to be effective to include a PDF attachment of a Foundation
flyer to follow up emails with referral agencies. There are both program posters and
volunteer posters on the Google Drive under the ‘Marketing’ folder -> ‘Posters’
subfolder.
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5.0 Finance
5.1 Finance Resources & Google Drive
In the Google Drive, under the Finance folder you will find up-to-date spreadsheets on
cash-flow/payroll, as well as files for each of the Finance Team’s fundraising initiatives,
which are continually updated to reflect the cumulative progress of each team member
working on them.

5.2 Fundraising Initiatives
The Finance Team’s primary role is researching, planning, and carrying out the
Foundation’s various fundraising initiatives. This includes any undertaking that seeks to
generate funding for the Foundation, including grant applications, funding presentations,
fundraisers, etc.
A Finance Team member composes a fundraising proposal based on assigned tasks
and research, gets it approved by the Finance Team Chair and Alan Greer, sends the
relevant information to Marketing if needed (depending on the task), then follows
through on the initiative. All outgoing communications (i.e. to persons outside the
Foundation) sent by Finance Team members must first be approved by the Finance
Chair before they are initiated.

5.3 Cash Flow
In order to run the organization as a non profit, the SGPSF must find other sources for
its funds. Government subsidies and organization grants are integral to our function,
and are thus always looking for new funding streams. By assisting in cash flow you will
help find and apply for grants that we qualify for. Some examples include:
- The United Way
- Enabling Accessibility in Workplaces and Communities from the Enabling
Accessibility Fund (EAF)
- The Invacare Para-Equipment Fund
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6.0 IT & Website
6.1 IT Resources & Google Drive
In the Google Drive under the ‘Website and IT’ folder, old web pages and third party
information can be found and used as a resource.

6.2 Website Access & Information
The FTP information to access the host server can be found on the Google drive
passwords list.

6.3 Proper Documentation
Proper documentation is a necessity as webpages grow larger. It is crucial that proper
spacing and tabs are used. Spaces between div tags are good at showing the
conclusion of a section of the web page.

6.4 CSS Comments
Style Sheets should have a commented index section as they grow larger. This allows
for easy searching for all styles of a certain page or section.

6.5 Images and Documents
Images posted on our website need alt text, as some of our page visitors may be
visually impaired.
For documents, folders and subfolders should be created to organize documents to
allow for quick access.

6.6 Third Party Web Information
The Foundation utilizes services from multiple third-party websites. Donations are
handled by CanadaHelps and PayPal. The username and password information for
these parties can be found in the Google Drive passwords document in the main
section.

Cognitoforms
CognitoForms is an easy form building application with email capabilities and
information storage. The free version has 100mb of information storage and allows 500
entries a month.
There are two account logins, one for Participant forms and one for the Stationary Bike
Race. Login information for both accounts are found in the Google password document.
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7.0 Coordinators
7.1 Board of Directors
President
The president observes all actions of the foundation. Duties include leading Coordinator meetings,
approving finance and resource use, and recommending course of action based on the SGPSF
mission and values.
The current president is Alan Greer.

Manager of Fundraising Committee
The manager of the fundraising committee focuses on creating and updating SGPSF missions and
values, as well as managing the annual Stationary Bike Race. The Fundraising Committee joins in
Board of Director Meetings to offer marketing assistance to the President and other Coordinators.
The current Manager of Fundraising Committee is Suzanne Letourneau.

Other Members & Advisors
Other permanent members of the foundation that advise in their area of expertise when necessary.

Other Members include:
Shelley Gautier – Honorary and Advisor
Gordon Singleton – Olympian and Advisor
Brian Neysmith – Graphic Design and Advisor

7.2 Coordinators
Team Coordinator
Team Coordinators oversee their respective departments (Marketing, Operations, Finance), making
sure that summer staff are given proper information and guidance. They are permanent members of
the team, and are the quickest training tool for SGPSF summer staff.

Summer Staff Manager
The Summer Staff Manager submits Canada Summer Jobs grant applications by deadlines, and
ensures that all positions are filled according to meet the needs of the foundation. Collects required
documentation from staff and forwards as necessary. Deals with staff organization and ensures that
they are doing their jobs correctly.

7.3 Hiring New Staff
Look for local job-fairs, posting job positions on hiring websites and the SGPSF website, and handing
posters to organizations that deal with people with disabilities.
After looking through resumes, a quick background check and voice conversation with all qualified
applicants is essential.
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Forms Glossary
2.5 1) Staff Registration

Turning Passion in Action

APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE IN EXERCISE FITNESS PROGRAM
□PARTICIPANT
Program Availability: Hamilton □

□ACTIVITY BUDDY
Brantford □

Name: ___________________________

Niagara Falls □

St. Catharines □

Birthdate: _______________________

City:

Postal Code:

Email: __________________________

Cell. #:

Ottawa □

Kitchener □

Whitby □

Address:
Home Phone #: ___________________

Program Days/Times:
Disability Details:

Equipment Requirement:
Have you been cleared by a doctor for regular physical exercise? _________
(YES)
EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
Whom should we contact if there are any problems?

__________
(NO)

Name: ___________________________
Home Phone #: ___________________________

Cell. #: ___________________________

ACTIVITY BUDDY INFORMATION
Are you alright with being the Activity Buddy of any Participant?

Any Member □ Specific Member □

Name: ___________________________
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2.5 3) Participant Release and Understanding Agreement
PARTICIPANT RELEASE AND UNDERSTANDING OF AGREEMENT
1. I,
, wish to participate in the exercise fitness program (the “Program”) offered by The Shelley Gautier Para Sport
Foundation (“SGPSF”). I acknowledge that I am participating in the Program at my own risk and in full knowledge that there can be significant
risks involved in participating in a program of strenuous exercise, including a risk that an accident could occur during the Program and
result in serious injury or death to me. In consideration of being allowed to participate in the Program, I hereby assume all risk and, for
myself, my heirs, executors, assigns, and legal representatives, I release and agree not to make or bring any claim of any kind against
SGPSF, its officers, directors, members, employees, volunteers, or guests or any of their heirs, executors, assigns and legal representatives,
for any injury, including death, to me or others, or any damage to my property, or to the property of others in my care, custody or control,
whether from anyone’s negligence or not, or from any other cause arising out of my participation in the Program.
2. I understand that I am not obligated to perform nor participate in any activity that I do not wish to do, and that it is my right to refuse such
participation at any time during my training sessions. I understand that should I feel lightheaded, faint, dizzy, nauseated or experience pain or
discomfort, I am to stop my activity and inform my Program Leader.
3. I understand the results of any fitness program cannot be guaranteed and my progress depends on my effort and cooperation in and
outside of the sessions.
4. I understand that during a training session, my Program Leader or Activity Buddy may have to use Touch Training to correct alignment
and/or to focus my concentration on a particular muscle area to be targeted. If I feel uncomfortable or experience any type of discomfort with
Touch Training, I will immediately request that my Program Leader or Activity Buddy discontinue using this technique.
5. I consent to SGPSF collecting, using and disclosing any personal information that I provide to SGPSF in connection with the Program, if it
is necessary or helpful for SGPSF to do so in order to conduct its operations and carry out its purposes and the Program. I understand that
SGPSF is committed to observing applicable privacy requirements with respect to my personal information.
6. I grant full permission in perpetuity to SGPSF to use, edit, copyright, reproduce, license, exhibit, display, distribute and create derivative
works of any photographs, slides, films, videotapes, or any other recordings taken of me in connection with the Program, whether in print,
electronic or other format for any purpose whatsoever (including, but not limited to, promotional materials such as informational brochures,
websites, television shows and public information campaigns) and to make the material available to third parties for broadcast and publication
without further notice and with no expectation of financial or other consideration to be paid to me.
I have read this Release and Terms of Agreement and I understand all of its terms. I sign voluntarily and with full knowledge of its
significance.
Signature:
Date:
PARENT OR GUARDIAN: I ( or We), the undersigned PARENT(S) OR GUARDIAN(S), have read the PARTICIPANT RELEASE AND
UNDERSTANDING OF AGREEMENT above and, in consideration of the participation of our minor child or Person with Disability in the
Program, we consent to its terms on behalf of our minor child or Person with Disability named above.
NAME:

Signature:

NAME:

Signature:

2017
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2.7.3 Weekly Report

WEEKLY REPORT
(STUDENTS)
Full Name:

Week Ending Friday:

Please list all tasks completed during the week ending above date. Be sure to also include the number of
hours that you allocated to each task. Things to include here would be time spent in meetings, during
sessions/rides, working on tasks for the foundation, etc.

Task

Hours

Total Hours:

Additional Comments And Details About The Week
-

This report must be sent out each Friday in order to be reviewed by the foundation so that you can get
paid. Please e-mail this to: Team Chair: Team Chair’s Email
Thank you!
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2.6.2 Incident Report

INCIDENT REPORT
This form should be completed as soon as possible after the incident. Anything unusual affecting
people (participant or volunteer) should be detailed. Examples include but not limited to theft of
personal items, theft of any items or an injury of any kind and any severity to anyone. Even incidents
that seem insignificant may possibly lead to circumstances where an Incident Report may be
important.
Never accept any responsibility for any issue!
Date: __________

Time:

_________ Location:

__________________________

Name of Victim: ________________________________
Address of Victim: _______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
Precise Circumstances and Location of Incident:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
First Aid or Other Action Taken:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Policeman’s Name & Number: ______________________________________________
Was the Ambulance called?
Did the victim leave on their own?
Witness Name:

Address & Phone:

Name of person filing this report?
Signature
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3.5.8 Weekly Session Report

WEEKLY SESSION REPORT
(PROGRAM LEADER)
Program Leader Name:

Week Ending Sunday:

Participation Numbers Chart

Totals for
the week

Dates
Sessions Held
Number of
Participants
Number of
Volunteers
Satisfaction of Participants:
Issues of Concern regarding Participation:
Issues of Concern regarding Volunteers:

Equipment Maintenance
Was all equipment checked?
List any repairs required:
● Arrangements made to make needed repairs?
● Maintenance Request Form completed?
Issues of Concern regarding Equipment:
-

Location & Trailer
Issues of Concern or Comments regarding Location:
Issues of Concern or Comments regarding Trailer:
-
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Promotional Efforts
Special Efforts Undertaken:
Meeting with Marketing Team?
Future plans for marketing:
Areas of Concern regarding Marketing:
-

Communication with Supervisor
Communication with Supervisor?
Issues of Concern regarding Communication:
-

Additional Comments
Please use this space to add additional comments such as other tasks accomplished during the week, progress of
summer students, and any notes about next week's sessions that we should be aware of (such as planned
cancellations).
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3.5.9 Ride Reports
Version: July 27, 2017

RIDE REPORT SUMMARY – Type Location Here

Workout Date: ____________________

Program Leader: _____________________

# of Participants: __ # of Able-Bodied Assistants: __ # of New P’s: __ # of New A’s: __
# of Tandem Cycles Used: __

# of Hand Cycles Used: __

Feedback was generally (Simply x)
Positive: __

Negative: __

ANY ISSUES OF CONCERN (REPAIRS, SITE, LOCATION, ETC):
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ALL PARTICIPANTS & ASSISTANTS MUST HAVE COMPLETED
SGPSF REGISTRATION+PAR-Q+WAIVER & FORWARDED TO OPERATIONS
PARTICIPANT NAMES/
EQUIPMENT USED

ABLE-BODIED ASSISTANT NAMES

__________________________ ____________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________________
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2.7.7 Request for Reimbursement

Request for Reimbursement
Name: ________________________________
Date: __________ City:

_________

Address:

__________________________

Purpose of Expenses:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Expenses to be Reimbursed

Cost of Expense

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

IMPORTANT: To be reimbursed for expenses, a copy of the invoice or bill, and proof of the approved request
must be attached to this form when submitted.
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